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Abstract: Upon the higher requirement on high-performance structures of large-scale supporting
structures of offshore wind turbines, the systematic analysis on the compressive-flexural behavior
and ultimate bearing capacity of tapered concrete-filled double skin steel tubular (CFDST) members
designed by over-ranging parameters was performed. Investigating the entire-process mechanism,
e.g., the moment–deformation response, stress development, interaction stress, and subassembly
contribution, was based on the finite element (FE) analysis, where the moment–deformation curve
can be distinguished by four characteristic points, and the transverse local buckling of outer tube
partly weakens distribution height of interface pressure in compression zone compared to that in
tension zone. Influences of material strengths and geometric parameters were examined by the
parametric study, e.g., increasing tapered angle (ψ) slightly reduces the bearing capacity; the higher
axial compression ratio (n) contributes a noteworthy action on the post-peak behavior and carrying
capacity, e.g., the bearing capacities at n = 0.9 and n = 0.5 reduce by 64.14% and 18.44% compared
to capacity at n = 0.1, respectively; influence of Do/to ratio is more significant than Di/ti ratio.
Subsequently, the modified cross-sectional stress integration (CSI) method was proposed to predict
the moment–strain (M-ε) curves of tapered CFDST members; meanwhile, a confined concrete model
with transverse confinement stress as an explicit parameter was modified, and influences of different
confined concrete models on predicting M-ε curves were compared. Finally, design methods based
on the modified CSI method and limit state method were proposed as a simplified calculation
method to determine the correlative relationship of axial compressive strength and moment-resisting
capacity (N-M curve).

Keywords: tapered CFDST members; finite element modeling; full-range mechanism; modified CSI
method; N-M correlation curve; design method

1. Introduction

In recent years, the offshore wind power support structures gradually tend to be
large-size upon the obvious improvement of installed capacity of a single wind turbine,
e.g., the rotor radius, radial height of blade, and hub height of Haliade-X with installed
capacity of 12 MW, respectively, achieve 110 m, 107 m, and 135 m; therefore, to resist
the extreme loads, an urgent demand on the high-performance support structures is
required for promoting offshore wind turbines towards abyssal pelagic zone [1–3]. Notably,
under the gale or intense earthquake motion, several problems of construction and design,
including enormous steel cost, controlling difficulty for lateral deformation, and higher
instability or failure risk, usually prevent traditional hollow steel tubular sections from
behaving the remarkable structural performance in those support structures of tower barrel,
jacket, or pile foundation [4–8]. The development of high-performance support structures
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should be given great importance; meanwhile, the compressive-flexural behavior as the
typical working condition of the whole life cycle basically determines service feasibility
and safety margin for support structures [6–10]. To pursue an optimized structure scheme,
the tapered concrete-filled double-skin steel tubular (CFDST) structures that originate
from tapered CFSTs (concrete-filled steel tubes) and straight CFDST (SCFDST) structures
gradually attract the attention of engineers and investors due to their reasonable mechanical
behavior (Figure 1), for which the composite performance between double-skin steel pipes
and hollow concrete infill can ameliorate the local buckling of steel tubes for improving
cross-sectional stiffness, strength, and ductility [11–13]. For tapered CFDST (TCFDST)
members, a competitive utilization future in support structures for offshore wind turbines
can be therefore expected. Moreover, to be successfully utilized in ocean engineering, large
hollow ratios (χ), as well as the over-ranging diameter-to-thickness (D/t) ratios that will
exceed the specified values in existing design codes, are usually required for reducing
the self-weight and steel cost for enhancing its installation efficiency [14–16]. It is also
necessary to investigate the compressive-flexural behavior of tapered CFDST members
with over-ranging design parameters.
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to reflect the contact pressures of double-skin tubes to sandwich concrete.

Many studies until now mainly aimed at the performance of SCFDST (straight CFDST)
or TCFDST (tapered CFDST) members under concentric pressure, tension, bending, or
torque moment [11–25]. Li et al. [26] studied the eccentric compressive performance for
TCFDST specimens (χ = 0.59~0.67 at the top section), indicating that the TCFDST specimens
behave an overall bending failure that is accompanied by the apparent lateral deformation
above the member middle. Han and Wang [27] numerically studied the behavior of
TCFDST specimens loaded by the combination of shear and concentric compression, in
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which hollow ratios, tapered degree, and concrete strength have a slight influence on the
ultimate bearing capability. Shi et al. [28] analyzed the mechanical performance and design
method of TCFDST columns under eccentric compression, where the disabled location
subjected to the eccentric compression changes from the middle section of straight members
to the three-quarter height of tapered members. Subsequently, Shi et al. [29] researched
the hysteretic performance of TCFDST specimens by the test and numerical modeling,
in which it revealed that there is a slight influence on bearing capacity and ductility as
enhancing hollow ratio (bottom section) from 0.6 to 0.8. Compared to the abundant research
under axial compression, study on the compressive-flexural behavior is insufficient for
TCFDST members under the scenario of large hollow ratios (χ ≥ 0.7) and tapered angle
(ψ ≥ 0.6◦), and over-ranging D/t values. A non-determinacy to enhance the ductility
and bearing capacity may exist for the constraint action between the concrete infill and
double-skin pipes, against the situation of over-ranging design parameters (e.g., D/t values
and hollow levels); moreover, dependability and feasibility of the calculation method in
currently various standards are still uncertain in that case [30–32]. Moreover, the current
calculation method on the combination of concentric compression and bending moment is
usually developed from the empirical formula with more coefficients needed for further
calibration. The simplified and high-efficiency computing method for the bearing capacity
characteristic can still be improved for TCFDST members, especially for those members
with over-ranging design parameters. That is also the main objective and innovative work
in this paper. Regarding the requirement of light weight and higher construction speed in
the ocean environment, the mechanical behavior, calculation, or design method should be
systematically investigated in order to improve the disaster resistance of those over-ranging
tapered CFDST members, guiding the structural design, e.g., bearing capacity check and
parameter matching.

Therefore, this paper conducted analytical research on the compressive-flexural per-
formance and calculation method of over-ranging tapered CFDST members for supporting
structures of offshore wind turbines. A finite element (FE) modeling was conducted to
investigate the whole process mechanism, including carrying capacity contributions, con-
finement action, and stress development; subsequently, the parametric analysis based on
geometric-physical parameters was carried out for reflecting its influences. A theoretical
simplified model was suggested to predict the moment–deformation (M-ε) curve, and the
corresponding methods for determining axial strength versus moment (N-M) curves were
also developed. Through the study in this paper, several design suggestions and references
under the over-ranging parameters will be obtained to guide the structural design and
engineering application.

2. Finite Element Modeling
2.1. FE Model

The five-stage constitutive curve (displayed in Figure 2) was utilized to calculate the
elastic-plastic performance of steel pipe [33]:

σs =



Esεs εs ≤ εe
−Aε2

s + Bεs + C εe < εs ≤ εe1
fy εe1 < εs ≤ εe2

fy

[
1 + 0.6

(
εs−εe2
εe3−εe2

)]
εe2 < εs ≤ εe3

fu εs > εe3

(1)

where the parameters of εe, εe1, εe2, εe3, A, B, C, and f u can be derived from the literature [33].
The following stress–strain relationship in Equation (2) was used to depict the compressive
response of sandwich concrete [34,35].

y =

{
2 · x − x2 (x ≤ 1)

x
β0·(x−1)2+x

(x > 1) (2)
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where x = ε
ε0

is the dimensionless strain and y = σ
fc

is the non-dimensional stress. The
peak strain ε0 and computing coefficient β0 are given as follows.{

ε0 = (1300 + 12.5 · fc)× 10−6 + 800 · ξ0.2 × 10−6

β0 = (2.36 × 10−5)
[0.25+(ξ−0.5)7] · ( fc)

0.5 · 0.5 ≥ 0.12
(3)

where ξ is the confinement factor [36]. Regarding the tensile performance of sandwich
concrete, the constitutive curve in Equation (4) was employed in FE model [37].

y =

{
1.2x − 0.2x6 (x ≤ 1)

x
0.31·σ2

pt(x−1)1.7+x
(x > 1) (4)

where x = ε
εpt

is the non-dimensional tensile strain; and y = σ
σpt

is the dimensionless

tensile stress. The tensile strength (σpt) as well as its matched strain (εpt) can be determined
through the method below. {

σpt = 0.26 × (1.25 fc)
2/3

εpt = 43.1 · σpt (µε)
(5)
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was 0.6. To fully verify the applicability of established FE model, two types of compres-
sive-flexural loading conditions were formed based on existing test results [28,29]. In 
Figure 3, the first one is to apply lateral load on the top section after loading the axial 
compression; the second is loaded with eccentric compression. The numerical models 
are consistent with the test loading condition. Sixty elements (25 mm) and thirty-two 
elements were equally divided along the height and circumference for the steel pipes 
and hollow concrete infill, respectively; therefore, the coordinate error of element nodes 
can be avoided for improving computational efficiency; subsequently, the four-layered 
gridding was equivalently meshed for the concrete’s thickness orientation. The column 
bottom section was in the stationary boundary, and the upper section was coupled to the 
referential points (RP-1 or RP-2) for achieving loading. During the ABAQUS simulation 
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Figure 2. Stress–strain curves for steel tubes.

In the FE model of ABAQUS program, the reduced integral element modes of the solid
(C3D8R) and shell (S4R) were severally adopted for the hollow concrete infill and steel
pipe. To simulate the interfacial behavior between the hollow concrete infill and tapered
steel pipes, the hard contact in the normal direction and Coulomb friction method in the
tangential orientation were respectively utilized [34,36]. The friction factor was 0.6. To
fully verify the applicability of established FE model, two types of compressive-flexural
loading conditions were formed based on existing test results [28,29]. In Figure 3, the first
one is to apply lateral load on the top section after loading the axial compression; the
second is loaded with eccentric compression. The numerical models are consistent with
the test loading condition. Sixty elements (25 mm) and thirty-two elements were equally
divided along the height and circumference for the steel pipes and hollow concrete infill,
respectively; therefore, the coordinate error of element nodes can be avoided for improving
computational efficiency; subsequently, the four-layered gridding was equivalently meshed
for the concrete’s thickness orientation. The column bottom section was in the stationary
boundary, and the upper section was coupled to the referential points (RP-1 or RP-2) for
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achieving loading. During the ABAQUS simulation procedure in general static step, the
simulated output was obtained by the Newton–Raphson iteration way.
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2.2. Validation of FE Model

To validate the established model, the collected test results of existing studies was
gathered and compared by the failure mode and load–displacement response. Because of
the limited test study on compressive-flexural behavior of tapered CFDST members, the FE
model was validated by different loading schemes according to Figure 3. As displayed in
Figure 4, the predicted failure pattern of FE models is, respectively, achieved by the local
buckling of column base (loading type 1) and upper section (loading type 2), agreeing well
with the test data. As for the full-range curves (Figure 5), the FE curves of load versus
displacement generally match well with the pre-peak stiffness, maximum carrying strength
and nonlinear response of post-peak stage for tested tapered CFDST members, in which
the load and displacement in Figure 5a represent respectively the lateral load and lateral
deflection of top section; the load and displacement in Figure 5b, respectively, indicate the
eccentric compression and lateral deformation at H/4 height versus top section. Because
of the damage randomness or strength deviation of the actual test material, a slightly
higher ultimate carrying capacity than test data occurs, for example the CFDST-T-6-2C and
CT-25-20. On the whole, the displayed FE model can accurately reflect the compressive-
flexural performance of tapered CFDST specimens, and the mechanism investigation and
parametric analysis will be performed based on that.
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Figure 5. Verification by load–displacement curves. (a) Comparison on test result in Ref. [29];
(b) comparison on test result in Ref. [28].

2.3. Whole-Process Mechanism Analysis

According to the validated numerical method, the entire-range performance of over-
ranging tapered CFDST members is offered; meanwhile, a typical specimen was discussed
for the demonstration. In Chinese design standard of T/CCES 7-2020, the specified hollow
rate value is suggested between the scope of 0.2~0.75, and its D/t values should match the
specification of D/t ≤ 100·235/f y. The abovementioned benchmark member is given as:
the tapered angle (ψ) is 0.76◦; outer tube’s diameter at specimen base (Dob) is 400 mm; outer
tube’s diameter at specimen top (Dot) is 360 mm; inner tube’s diameter at member bottom
(Dib) is 325 mm; inner tube’s diameter at member top (Dit) is 285 mm; the inner/outer
tube’s thickness (ti or to) is 3 mm; the hollow ratio (χ) at the upper section is 0.81, obviously
larger than the design limitation of 0.75; steel yield strengths of outer (f yo) or inner tubes
(f yi) are 420 MPa; the effective height (H) is 1500 mm; the cubic concrete strength under
compression (f cu) is 50 MPa. The calculated D/t values at member top of outer and inner
pipes are respectively 120 and 95, exceeding the requirement limitation by 114.29% and
69.64%, respectively. Moreover, the offshore wind support structures are usually subjected
to the self-weight and lateral load action (e.g., wind, wave and earthquake); hence, the
loading type 1 in Figure 3, namely the combination of axial compression and lateral load,
is close to the practical service state. Therefore, the compressive-flexural performance
and mechanism of over-ranging TCFDST members are mainly investigated based on the
loading type 1. Mechanism analysis is displayed in Figures 6–10.

As shown in Figure 6, four feature points (points A~D) can distinguish the curve into
various performance stages. In stage OA, the member behaves an elastic performance,
and at point A the sandwich concrete in tensile zone is cracked (Figure 7). Thereafter, the
plastic response of double-skin tubes and sandwich concrete gradually extends in stage
AB. At point B, the member bottom appears the yielding phenomenon of double-skin pipe
wall as displayed in Figure 7, at which the outer steel tube, inner steel tube and concrete
infill respectively occupy 46.88%, 29.53%, and 23.59% of whole bending capacity to the
tapered CFDST specimen. During stage BC, the trend of the moment–displacement curve
increases slowly, indicating the deep plasticity of tapered specimens. The ultimate carrying
strength is realized at the point C, where the outer pipe, inner pipe and hollow concrete
infill respectively contribute 45.31%, 30.27% and 24.42% of the total capacity. Subsequently,
the tapered CFDST specimen enters into post-peak stage accompanied with degradation
of stiffness and ultimate carrying capacity. The contribution of inner tube is enhanced
gradually because of the outer tube’s local instability; meanwhile, the contribution curve for
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inner tube displays the slight hardening phenomenon because of the confinement support
of sandwich concrete. Bearing capacity at point D means the 85% of maximum capacity
at point C. From the development of bending normal stress (Figure 7), the concrete infill
cracking nearly distributes along full height of member, however, the yielding zone or
plastic region of steel tubes usually focuses on the member base. The neutral axis locates
inside the inner tube.

To investigate the constraint response between tapered steel tubes and hollow concrete
infill, the interface pressure is depicted and analyzed in Figures 8 and 9. The height value
of abscissa is given in Figure 10. It can be found in Figure 8 that the interface pressure
gradually increases along the height direction, where the interface pressure in compressive
zone is motivated within the height larger than 0.7H, while the interface pressure in tensile
zone occurs in the range of 0.4H~H. The interfacial coaction of outer pipe wall versus
hollow concrete infill is effectively located in member base, and the transverse deformation
trend of local buckling under compression partly weakens distribution height of interface
pressure compared to that in tensile zone, e.g., interface pressure of point B in compressive
zone versus value of point B in tensile zone. Moreover, with the loading increase, namely
from feature point A to point D, the interface pressure is enhanced at the same height, e.g.,
for the maximum load of point C, the interface pressures have higher values of 1.50 MPa
at 0.93H for compressive zone and 2.32 MPa at 0.95H for tensile zone, respectively. The
interfacial pressure (in Figure 9) of inner pipe and concrete infill has a similar tendency with
Figure 8 along the height direction, but interface pressure of compressive zone is within
the height 0.8H~H, larger than that in tensile zone, which is ascribed to that sandwich
concrete in compressive zone obviously restricts the transverse local buckling of inner tube,
therefore making a more compact interface contact than that in tensile zone. Generally,
the interface pressure between inner tube and concrete infill is smaller compared to the
values in Figure 8, especially in Figure 9b the interface pressures of points A and B are
approximately close to zero, reflecting that constraint action to sandwich concrete infill
nearly is induced by the outer steel tube.
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Figure 9. Constraint action of inner tube versus sandwich concrete. (a) Confinement action in
compressive zone; (b) confinement action in tensile zone.
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Figure 10. Definition on height value.

2.4. Parametric Study

The parametric analysis was carried out to examine the actions of various key factors
upon the validated numerical model. The benchmark member in Section 2.3 was adopted.
Influences of investigated parameters on curves of load versus displacement and ultimate
carrying strength are given in Figures 11 and 12, respectively.

Improving the tapered angle (ψ) reduces the stiffness and maximum carrying strength
slightly, as displayed in Figures 11a and 12a; meanwhile, the carrying capacity approxi-
mately decreases in the linear type, for example, improving tapered angle from 0◦ to 1.15◦,
1.72◦, and 2.10◦, the capacity respectively reduces by 1.93%, 3.15%, and 4.09%, which is
owing to the fact that the tapered angle’s increment makes a reduction of sectional area
that is significant for the total ultimate carrying capacity. As for the effect of hollow ratio
(χ) in Figures 11b and 12a, with the enhancement of hollow ratio before χ = 0.66 the car-
rying capacity is enhanced gradually, e.g., the capacity at χ = 0.66 is increased by 9.77%
versus the capacity at χ = 0.31; thereafter, the ultimate carrying capacity of tapered CFDST
specimen is decreased, especially for the specimen with hollow ratio χ = 0.95, its full-range
load–displacement curve has a severely degraded post-peak stage compared to the others,
where its capacity is obviously declined by 12.24% compared to the capacity at χ = 0.66.
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But within the range of χ = 0.45~0.88, the full-range load–displacement curves as well
as its bearing capacities behave similarly in pre/post-peak stages, reflecting though the
area of sandwich concrete will be reduced as increasing the hollow ratio to a higher level
(e.g., χ = 0.88 versus χ = 0.52), the increasing inertia moment of inner steel tube cannot
produce the apparent reduction on carrying capacity. Therefore, the calculation result
indicates that appropriately enhancing hollow ratios based on the limitation of the existing
design code can also obtain reasonable compressive-flexural behavior, light self-weight,
and capacious inspection gallery on the premise of safety margin. The effect of concentric
compression ratio (n) is offered in Figures 11c and 12a, where a small deviation exists in
the initial stiffness as increasing axial compression ratio, but makes a significant impact on
the post-peak response and carrying capacity, after n = 0.1 the decline speed of carrying
capacity improves increasingly, for example, the capacities at n = 0.9 and n = 0.5 reduce by
64.14% and 18.44% compared to member at n = 0.1, respectively.

In Figures 11d,e and 12b, the influence of the Do/to value and Di/ti value is analyzed by
varying the wall thicknesses but keeping its diameter unchanged. The result indicates that
improving D/t values of steel pipes (namely the outer or inner tube) gradually decreases its
bending stiffness and carrying capacity, owing to the obvious decline of constraint action,
for example, the maximum bearing strength is respectively decreased by 18.68% and 28.47%
as increasing Do/to value from 60 to 80 and 120, and it is respectively decreased by 16.27%
and 24.73% as increasing Di/ti ratio from 57 to 95 and 142. The influence of the Do/to ratio
is more significant than the Di/ti ratio. Furthermore, the influence of material strength is
displayed in Figures 11f,g and 12c. In this parametric study, altering steel yield strength is
realized by simultaneously changing the strength of double-skin tubes. Strength enhancement
(yielding strength f y and compressive cubic concrete strength f cu) produces an approximately
linear increase trend, e.g., the ultimate carrying capacity at f y of 460 MPa is increased by 6.55%
versus the specimen with f y of 420 MPa. As for the action of strength f cu, increasing f cu from
30 MPa to 70 MPa makes the carrying capacity increase by 18.71% in Figures 11g and 12c. The
carrying capacity growth rate of concrete at every enhancement of 10 MPa is higher than that
of steel pipes, because the sectional area of hollow concrete infill occupies most of the whole
section of CFDST member.
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(c) Influence of f y and f cu.

3. Simplified Method for Predicting Moment–Strain Curve

The abovementioned result indicates that strength failure at key cross-section occurs
and determines the ultimate carrying strength of structures. Therefore, in this section,
the modified cross-sectional stress integration (CSI) method is proposed as the simplified
evaluation tool to calculate the moment–strain (M-ε) curves and carrying capacity, for
avoiding the tanglesome calculation procedure of the finite element method. The method’s
detail and verification are given below.

3.1. Method Description and Establishment

As the CFDST specimens are in the coaction of concentric pressure and flexural
moment, it is assumed that: (i) the plane cross-section is maintained when subjected to
flexural deformation; (ii) there is no interfacial sliding of the tube wall and concrete infill;
(iii) the tensile concrete strength is ignored. The schematic diagram of the modified CSI
method is shown in Figure 13.
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The bending strain increment at specific height (∆εy) in Figure 13 can be derived from
the strain increment ∆ε of outer tube edge in tension zone, as shown in Equations (6) and (7).

tan(∆φ) =
∆ε

0.5Do + Hk
i

(6)

∆ε = f (∆ε, Hk
i ) =

{
tan(∆φ) · dy Tension zone
− tan(∆φ) · dy Compression zone

(7)

Subsequently, the total strain under combination of axial compression and bending
moment can be superposed by the multiple iterations:

εi
so = εi−1

so + f (∆ε, Hk
i )

εi
si = εi−1

si + f (∆ε, Hk
i )

εi
con = εi−1

con + f (∆ε, Hk
i )

ε0
so = ε0

si = ε0
con = ε0

ini

(8)

Especially, the initial state (ε0
so, ε0

si and ε0
con) is equal to the strain under axial compres-

sion (ε0
ini). Adding the bearing capacities of inner/outer pipes and hollow concrete infill

can obtain the concentric load and moment-resisting capacity:

N = Nso + Nsi + Ncon =
nso,c

∑
i=1

nso,r

∑
j=1

σso,i,j Aso,i,j +
nsi,c

∑
i=1

nsi,r

∑
j=1

σsi,i,j Asi,i,j +
ncon,c

∑
i=1

ncon,r

∑
j=1

σcon,i,j Acon,i,j (9)

M = Mso + Msi + Mcon =
nso,c

∑
i=1

nso,r

∑
j=1

σso,i,j Aso,i,jyso,i,j +
nsi,c

∑
i=1

nsi,r

∑
j=1

σsi,i,j Asi,i,jysi,i,j +
ncon,c

∑
i=1

ncon,r

∑
j=1

σcon,i,j Acon,i,jycon,i,j (10)

The above naming rule is also suitable to inner tube and sandwich concrete, namely
the stresses (σsi,i,j and σcon,i,j), areas (Asi,i,j and Acon,i,j), element distances (ysi,i,j and ycon,i,j),
and element numbers (nsi,c, nsi,r, ncon,c, and ncon,r).

To calculate the stress of steel pipes, an ideal elastic-plastic constitutive curve was
adopted [38]. Moreover, to determine the compressive stress of sandwich concrete, two
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different confined concrete models (CCM) were utilized. The first one (CCM 1) is the equiv-
alent uniaxial constitutive relationship for fiber element modeling proposed by Han [39]:

y = 2 · x − x2 (x ≤ 1) (11)

y =

1 + q · (x0.1ξ − 1) (ξ ≥ 1.12)
x

β·(x−1)2+x
(ξ < 1.12)

(x > 1) (12)

The coefficients in Equations (11) and (12) are given as follows:

ε0 = (1300 + 12.5 · fc) +

[
1400 + 800 ·

(
fc

24

)]
· ξ0.2 (µε) (13)

σo =

[
1 + (−0.054ξ0.2 + 0.4ξ) ·

(
fc

24

)0.45
]
· fc (14)

q =
ξ0.745

2 + ξ
(15)

β = (2.36 × 10−5)
[0.25+(ξ−0.5)7] · ( fc)

2 · 3.51 × 10−4 (16)

The abovementioned parameter notation is the same as that in Section 2.1. Actually,
the strength of confined sandwich concrete has a significant dependency on transverse
confinement stress (σr) that is not directly expressed in the abovementioned model; there-
fore, this paper developed a modified confined concrete model (CCM 2) with transverse
confinement stress (σr) as an explicit parameter [40,41].

σc =

 fcc

[
1 −

(
1 − εcc

ε0c

)2
]

0 ≤ εcc < ε0c

fcc ε0c ≤ εcc ≤ εcuc

(17)

fcc =

{
fc · (1.000 + 5.0σr/ fc) σr ≤ 0.05 fc
fc · (1.125 + 2.5σr/ fc) σr > 0.05 fc

(18)


ε0c = ε0 · ( fcc/ fc)

2

εcuc = εcu + 0.2 · σr/ fc
ε0 = 0.0020 + 0.5( fcu − 50) · 10−5

εcu = 0.0033 − ( fcu − 50) · 10−5

(19)

where f cc is the compressive strength of confined concrete; f c and f cu are the compressive
strengths of unconstrained concrete, indicating the cylinder and cubic strength, respectively.
The transverse confinement stress (σr) is assumed a function of Do/to value and Di/ti value:

σr = f
(

Do
to

, Di
ti

)
= β

(
α1 + α2

Do
to

+ α3
Di
ti
+ α4

(
Do
to

)2
+ α5

Do
to

· Di
ti
+ α6

(
Di
ti

)2
)

β =
(

N
Nu

)γ (20)

where α1~α6 are the calculation coefficients; β is the influence coefficient induced by axial
compression ratio, γ is the undetermined exponent; N is the concentric compression, and
Nu is the compressive strength of CFDST members. Therefore, in Figure 14, the nonlinear
fitting method was employed to determine the mentioned parameters in Equation (20)
based on existing test results of CFDST members [14,16,19,42,43], and the final expression
of transverse confinement stress (σr) is given in Equation (21).

σr = f
(

Do

to
,

Di

ti

)
=

N
Nu

·
[

15.72+10−4 ·
(

6
(

Do

to

)2
− 3
(

Di

ti

)2
+ 6

Do

to
· Di

ti
− 2293

Do

to
− 60

Di

ti

)]
(21)
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Figure 14. 3D surface of transverse confinement stress [14,16,19,42,43].

As mentioned above, the modified model should be transformed into the equivalent
cross section to evaluate the compressive–flexural behavior of tapered CFDST members;
the transformation formula is shown in Equations (22) and (23) [32].{

Deo = (1 − kot) · (Dob − Dot) + Dot
Dei = (1 − kot) · (Dib − Dit) + Dit

(22)

kot =

{
0.6 + 0.26

√
χ(ψ+1)

1.5 χ(ψ + 1) ≤ 1.5
0.86 χ(ψ + 1) > 1.5

(23)

Finally, the whole moment–strain behavior can be determined by the suggested modi-
fied CSI model.

3.2. Calculation Procedure

Upon the modified CSI model, the compiled subroutine was established. The detailed
calculation step is demonstrated in Figure 15:

(1) Input material and geometric details, and input maximum strain of terminal condition;
(2) Input axial force and conduct element meshing;
(3) Calculate the initial strain under axial compression;
(4) Set up strain increment ∆ε of outer tube edge in tension zone;
(5) Calculate the strain of steel tubes and concrete infill based on Equations (6)–(8);
(6) Calculate the stresses of components based on constitutive models of steel and concrete;
(7) Output axial force and moment-resisting capacity through Equations (9) and (10);
(8) Carry out error judgment of axial force; if allowed, enter into the next step, otherwise,

update coordinate value of neutral axis until reaching convergence;
(9) Conduct error judgment of terminal condition by multiple iterations;
(10) Output M-ε curve of tapered CFDST member.
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Figure 15. Calculation procedure.

3.3. Verification of Proposed Method

For the tapered CFDST members, so far there are no available measuring data of
strain development of outer steel tube in tension zone at column base. To validate the
proposed modified CSI method, the calculation result of CSI method was compared to the
results of the verified FE model in Section 2, meanwhile, the different constitutive models
of confined concrete were validated. The verification results are given in Figures 16 and 17.
It indicates that the predicted results of modified CSI method based on CCM 1 or 2 achieve
a reasonable agreement with the calculation results of the refined FE model. In Figures 16
and 17, the calculated results of the proposed method display a similar tendency in the
pre-peak behavior (initial stiffness or capacity response), peak moment capacity, and deep
plastic behavior of the post-peak stage, compared to the FE results. Certain difference
exists for the component contributions due to the utilization of various constitutive modes
of concrete, but the outer tube generally occupies most to the whole moment-resisting
capacity. The above verification result also indicates that the modified confined concrete
model (CCM 2) with transverse confinement stress (σr) as explicit parameter can be accepted
for nonlinear analysis.
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(b) CFDST-T-6-4C; (c) CFDST-T-8-2M; (d) CFDST-T-8-4C.
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Figure 17. Verification of modified CSI method based on concrete model CCM 2. (a) CFDST-T-6-2M;
(b) CFDST-T-6-4C; (c) CFDST-T-8-2M; (d) CFDST-T-8-4C.
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4. Bearing Capacity Analysis on N-M Correlation Curve

In engineering supported structure projects of offshore wind power, the tapered CFDST
structures are usually exposed to the concentric compression and bending moment. From
the Section 2, the higher concentric compression level can gradually degrade its bearing
capacity. Therefore, the accurate evaluation on the relationship of the axial compression
(N) versus moment-resisting capacity (M), namely the N-M correlation curve, can offer
the practical reference to its structural design and parameter optimization. Therefore, in
this section, the calculation method to determine N-M correlation curve is developed for
structural design.

4.1. Modified Design Methods
4.1.1. Limit State Method (LSM)

Under the ultimate limit state of axial compression and bending moment, the plastic
stress distribution of CFDST members is shown in Figure 18 by neglecting the tensile con-
crete strength. Therefore, the mechanical equilibrium relationship is established as follows.{

Fcoc + Fsoc + Fsic − Fsot − Fsit = N
Mu = Mcoc + Msoc + Msot + Msic + Msit

(24)
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To calculate the bearing capacity, the location of neutral axis must be first determined, as
shown in Figure 18, the neutral axis may locate outside or inside the inner steel tube [44,45];
therefore, a classified discussion is conducted.
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(1) Neutral axis outside the inner tube

The load contributions of components can be established based on geometrical-
physical relationship: 

Fcoc = fcoR2
on

[
π
2 − θ − sin(2θ)

2

]
Fsoc = fyotoRom

[
π − 2arcsin

(
Ron sin θ

Rom

)]
Fsot = fyotoRom

[
π + 2arcsin

(
Ron sin θ

Rom

)]
Fsit = 2π fyitiRim

Fsic = 0

(25)

where Rom = (Row + Ron)/2 is the mean radius of outer steel pipe; Rim = (Riw + Rin)/2 is
the mean radius of inner steel pipe. Therefore, the location of neutral axis can be derived
by angle θ through Equations (24) and (25). Subsequently, the moment contributions are
obtained as follows:

Mcoc =
2
3 fcoR3

on cos3 θ

Msot = Msoc = 2 fyoR2
omtocos

(
arcsin

(
Ron sin θ

Rom

))
Msit = 0
Msic = 0

(26)

Then, the total bending capacity can be calculated by Equations (24) and (26).

(2) Neutral axis inside the inner tube

Similar to the neutral axis outside the inner steel tube, the corresponding load and
moment components are therefore determined below:

Fcoc = fcoR2
on

[
π
2 − θ − sin(2θ)

2

]
− fcoR2

iw

[
π
2 − arcsin

(
Ron sin θ

Riw

)
− 1

2 sin
(

2arcsin
(

Ron sin θ
Riw

))]
Fsoc = fyotoRom

[
π − 2arcsin

(
Ron sin θ

Rom

)]
Fsot = fyotoRom

[
π + 2arcsin

(
Ron sin θ

Rom

)]
Fsit = fyitiRim

[
π + 2arcsin

(
Ron sin θ

Rim

)]
Fsic = fyitiRim

[
π − 2arcsin

(
Ron sin θ

Rim

)]
(27)


Mcoc =

2
3 fcoR3

on

[
cos 3θ − R3

iw
R3

on
cos 3

(
arcsin

(
Ron sin θ

Riw

))]
Msot = Msoc = 2 fyoR2

omtocos
(

arcsin
(

Ron sin θ
Rom

))
Msit = Msic = 2 fyiR2

imticos
(

arcsin
(

Ron sin θ
Rim

)) (28)

Then, the moment-resisting capacity under certain axial compression can be obtained
by Equations (24), (27) and (28).

4.1.2. Cross-Sectional Stress Integration Method (CSIM)

Upon the detailed calculation procedure in Section 3, the proposed modified cross-
sectional stress integration (CSI) method incorporating two different confined concrete
models (CCM 1 and CCM 2) can also be employed to output the certain moment-resisting
capacity under various axial compression, therefore, the N-M correlation curves of tapered
CFDST specimens can be formed through procedure in Figure 15. Details are accordant to
Section 3, and no repetition is displayed herein.

4.2. Validation of Proposed Method

To validate the suggested methods of Section 4.1, data from test and FE model is
collected to validate the accuracy of those methods, as displayed in Figure 19, where the
calculation method on N-M curve specified in design standard T/CCES 7-2020 is also
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compared. It can be observed that the predicted result in T/CCES 7-2020 displays the
apparent conservative result especially for those CFDST members under large hollow ratios,
e.g., the results in Figure 19b,d. The various confined concrete models (CCM 1 and CCM 2)
in modified cross-sectional stress integration method (CSIM) behave a similar calculation
result, in which the collected data distributes around it closely. Moreover, the limit state
method (LSM) can also agree well with the collected data as well as modified CSIM, but the
tracing pattern of LSM tends to be plumper than the others because of the assumption that
the double-skin steel pipes and hollow concrete infill can fully reach their yield strength or
compressive strength, respectively. Generally, the proposed modified CSI method and limit
state method (LSM) can be accepted as the simplified design method for the over-ranging
tapered CFDST members, guiding the design optimization of support structures, especially
for the limit state method (LSM) used by designers during preliminary design.
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5. Conclusions

This paper displays the study of over-ranging tapered CFDST members under the
combination of concentric compression and bending moment. It can be concluded through
the current study:

(1) The developed FE models for tapered CFDST members are verified by the failure
pattern and curves of load versus deformation. A systematic analysis of moment–
deformation relationship, stress development, interaction pressure, and capacity
contribution, is conducted to reveal the compressive–flexural mechanism, where the
moment–deformation response can be featured by four typical points. The transverse
local buckling of outer steel pipe partly weakens the distribution height of interface
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pressure in compression zone compared to that in tension zone; but sandwich concrete
in compression zone obviously restricts the outer buckling of inner tube, therefore
making a more compact interface contact than that in tension zone.

(2) The parametric analysis is studied to reflect the actions of tapered angle (ψ), hollow
ratio (χ), axial compression ratio (n), Do/to ratio, Di/ti ratio, yielding strength (f y)
and compressive cubic concrete strength (f cu). Increasing tapered angle (ψ) slightly
reduces the bearing capacity; appropriately enhancing hollow ratios based on the
limitation of existing design code can also obtain reasonable compressive–flexural
behavior; the higher axial compression level makes a remarkable impact on post-peak
behavior and bearing strength; the influence of Do/to ratio is more significant than
Di/ti ratio; the enhancement of strength (f y and f cu) produces an approximately linear
increase trend on bearing capacity.

(3) The modified CSI method is developed to calculate the moment–strain (M-ε) curves
of tapered CFDST members, where a modified confined concrete model (CCM 2) with
transverse confinement stress (σr) as explicit parameter is incorporated.

(4) Design methods based on the modified CSI method and limit state method (LSM) are
verified and suggested as a simplified design tool for calculating the N-M correlation
curves, where the comparison result indicates that calculation result in design code
T/CCES 7-2020 displays a more significant conservative forecast, especially for those
CFDST members under the designed large hollow ratios.
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Abbreviations

CFDST members concrete-filled double skin steel tubular members
CSIM cross-sectional stress integration method
LSM limit state method
SCFDST structures straight CFDST structures
TCFDST members tapered CFDST members
dy distance at the random height to neutral axis
f c compression strength of concrete cylinder
f cu cubic concrete strength under compression
f y yielding strength of steel
f yo yielding strength of outer steel pipe
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f yi yielding strength of inner steel pipe
nso,c element numbers of circumferential direction of outer tube
nso,r element numbers of radial direction of outer tube
nsi,c element numbers of circumferential direction of inner tube
nsi,r element numbers of radial direction of inner tube
ncon,c element numbers of circumferential direction of hollow concrete
ncon,r element numbers of radial direction of hollow concrete
Rim mean radius of inner steel pipe
Rom mean radius of outer steel pipe
Riw and Rin respectively the exterior radius and interior radius of inner steel pipe
Row and Ron respectively the exterior radius and interior radius of outer steel pipe
ti or to inner/outer tube’s thickness

yso,I,j
distance of outer tube at ith element along circumference and jth
element of radial direction to neutral axis

ysi,i,j
distance of inner tube at ith element along circumference and jth
element of radial direction to neutral axis

ycon,i,j
distance of hollow concrete infill at ith element along circumference
and jth element of radial direction to neutral axis

Aso,i,j
area of outer tube at ith element along circumference and jth
element of radial direction

Aso,i,j
area of inner tube at ith element along circumference and jth
element of radial direction

Acon,i,j
area of hollow concrete infill at ith element along circumference and
jth element of radial direction

Deo equivalent diameter of outer pipe
Dei equivalent diameter of inner pipe
Dib inner tube’s diameter at member bottom
Dit inner tube’s diameter at member top
Do external diameter of outer pipe
Dob outer tube’s diameter at specimen base
Dot outer tube’s diameter at specimen top
Es elasticity modulus of steel

Fcoc, Fsoc and Fsic
respectively, the compressive load contributions of hollow concrete
infill, outer pipe, and inner pipe

Fsot and Fsit
tensile load contributions of outer steel pipe and inner steel pipe,
respectively

Hk
i vertical coordinate value of neutral axis

Mu total moment-resisting capacity around symmetric axis

Mcoc, Msoc and Msic
respectively the moment elements of compressive areas of hollow
concrete infill, outer pipe and inner pipe

Msot and Msit moment capacities of tensile areas of outer and inner pipes
σr transverse confinement stress
σpt tensile strength of concrete

σso,i,j
stress of outer tube at ith element along circumference and jth
element of radial direction

σsi,i,j
stress of inner tube at ith element along circumference and jth
element of radial direction

σcon,i,j
stress of hollow concrete at ith element along circumference and
jth element of radial direction

εpt peak strain at tensile concrete strength
εi

so strain of outer pipe
εi

si strain of inner pipe
εi

con strain of hollow concrete infill
ψ tapered angle
χ hollow ratio
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